
Use your iPad to …

Base Way to learn: App suggestion: Task: Points: Signed:

1 animate StopMotion Make a clip with Playmobile! 10

2 apply Adobe Voice Make a short presentation about yourself! 10

3 calculate King of Maths Do five minutes of maths! 5

4 collaborate FaceTime Hold a short interview by video chat with a partner in another room! 5

5 compose Garageband Make a melody! 10

6 construct Geogebra Draw a picture using shapes :) 5

7 create iMovie Edit a film and add titles, effects, etc! 10

8 discover Actionbound Do the tour of Dierdorf! 20 Os 

9 discuss iMessage Tell us what you enjoyed this week - write it in the group chat! 5

10 evaluate Socrative Take part in the surveys :) 5 Os

11 illustrate ComicsHead Make a comic about mobile addiction! 10

12 inform Book Creator Make a booklet about yourself! 10

13 learn YouTube Watch a video to learn how to count to ten in a new language! 5

14 navigate Maps Find our school on the map! How far is it to your school? 10

15 note Goodnotes Sign the page! 5

16 practise Quizlet Practice some vocabulary! 5

17 present Keynote Make a short presentation about you and your partner! 10

18 read iBooks Copy the book to your iPad and read it! 5

19 research Safari Who was Tessla? What did he say about smartphones?! 5

20 share edmodo Post a screenshot of a piece of your work this week! 5

21 simulate GreenScreen Take a photo or video of yourself in another place! 5

22 sort SimpleMind Make a midndmap about yourself! 5

23 speak BuddyPoke Make an animated video about yourself! 10

24 understand YouTube Learn to count in another language! 5

25 write Pages Write a short report in your language about one day of this week! 5

TOTAL POINTS:

�1


